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Process for Approval of STL Thesis Proposal

Purpose of the STL Thesis

The purpose of an STL thesis is to provide students with an opportunity to apply what they have learned in the STL program to an important issue either for the Church as a whole, or for the particular Church or the demographic in the Church which the student serves. It should be directed towards developing an understanding or approach that will serve the New Evangelization. In the thesis the student should demonstrate the ability to consult and utilize relevant scholarly resources and other modes of analysis pertinent to the topic and to present that material in a competent fashion.

Approval of the Thesis Proposal

The student must be thoroughly acquainted with the Thesis Grading Rubric (below) which lays out the expectations for the thesis and be familiar with the current list of authorized directors (below).

1. **Choosing a topic:** The student should undertake discussions regarding possible thesis topics early in graduate studies, normally not later than the half-way point of course work. These discussions are informal and may take place with a number of potential directors, professors, and advisors simultaneously. Early selection of a topic enables students to shape course work with a view to the thesis.

2. **Finding a director:** Once the student has found a faculty member willing to be his director, he must seek the approval of the academic dean by submitting the appropriate form (available soon on the SHMS website).

3. **The thesis proposal:** The thesis proposal (normally no longer than 5 pages) must include
   1. a clear, brief thesis statement (of no more than 3-5 sentences) that states precisely what the student hopes to demonstrate in the thesis. This statement will be presented to the SHMS graduate faculty for confirmation;
   2. a general outline of the proposed thesis with a brief explanation of the content of each major division;
   3. a basic bibliography that demonstrates familiarity with the relevant sources.

4. **Submitting the thesis proposal to the STL degree committee:** The thesis director will submit the thesis proposal to the STL committee degree committee chair who will send it to the STL thesis proposal reviewer.
a. The thesis director is to ensure that the proposal has been proof-read, that the bibliography is in proper form, that the proposal and outline are suitable for the topic chosen, and that it includes a thesis statement.
b. The thesis proposal reviewer will note obvious errors and inadequacies likely to slow down the approval by the STL degree committee. The approval of the proposal by the thesis proposal reviewer does not speak to the suitability of the thesis statement and thesis method; the STL degree committee makes that judgement.
c. The STL degree committee chair will be copied on all communications between the thesis proposal reviewer and the thesis director.
d. The thesis proposal reviewer will
   1) cease reading—and return—proposals when there is an excess of errors (3 or more page) that should have been caught when proof-read;
   2) return proposals in need of some revision to the thesis director who will work with the student to make the revisions and who will then resubmit the proposal to the thesis proposal reviewer;
   3) or, approve the thesis proposal as suitable for submission to the whole STL degree committee and return it to the STL degree committee chair for submission to the committee.
e. The above process may require multiple revisions and resubmissions.

f. All changes must be made with the “Track Changes” tool.
g. When the thesis proposal reviewer deems the proposal suitable for submission to the STL degree committee, the reviewer will return the approved proposal to the thesis director and inform the director that the proposal is being submitted to the STL degree committee.

5. **Confirmation of the thesis statement:** Once the thesis proposal has been approved, the STL degree committee chair will invite the thesis director to submit the thesis statement to the theology faculty for confirmation.

   1) If the theology faculty does not confirm the thesis statement, it will be returned to the STL degree committee.
   2) Once revisions are made and approved by the STL degree committee, the thesis statement will be resubmitted to the theology faculty.

6. **Appointing a reader:** Once the thesis statement is confirmed, upon consultation with the director, the academic dean will appoint a reader,

**Approval of the Thesis**

1. After a thesis statement is confirmed by the theology faculty, the director and student interact as mutually convenient.
2. **Style:** The thesis is to be 75-100 pages in length including the footnotes, but not the title page, table of contents, or bibliography. It shall be presented in a font size that is equal to 12-point Times Roman, and double spaced, although footnotes must be single-spaced in a slightly smaller font. The inside margin must be 1.5 inches and the outside margin
must be one inch, with reasonable margins at the top and bottom. It is to follow the norms of style for written work contained in the latest edition of the Turabian manual and the Sacred Heart Major Seminary Writer’s Checklist.

3. When the student delivers a final draft of the thesis to the director, the director has four weeks to assess this draft and to seek the reader’s evaluation. The reader has up to three weeks to convey a formal evaluation to the director.

4. Approval: If the director, after consultation with the reader, approves the final draft, he or she will return it to the student for minor revisions (those aimed at bringing the thesis up to library-ready quality). The student is responsible for returning the revised draft in a timely manner. The director has one week to accept these revisions or to return the revised draft to the student for further minor improvements. When the director certifies the thesis as being “library-ready,” he or she notifies the dean and the STL degree committee chair in writing, and directs the student to deliver a minimum of two unbound copies of the thesis to the Szoka library.

5. Grade: The thesis director and the reader will agree upon a grade for the thesis: pass with high distinction, pass with distinction, pass, or fail. The Thesis Grading Form requires the signature of both the director and the reader.

6. Rejection: If the director rejects the “final draft,” he or she will return it to the student for revision. The director has three weeks to assess each successive draft and will consult with the reader as may be useful.

7. Library copy requirements: The paper used in the copies submitted for the Szoka Library must be plain white twenty-pound bond with at least 25% rag content; these copies must have the original signatures of the director and reader. Ink corrections of any kind are not acceptable. The typeface must be consistent throughout the thesis.

Timeline for Confirmation of the Thesis Proposal

1. The thesis proposal process takes approximately two months. The director should submit the thesis to the STL degree committee chair about one month before the STL degree committee meeting at which the thesis proposal will be considered for approval. The STL degree committee approves proposals at their meetings which take place on the day of the Theology Faculty meetings. Confirmation of the proposal will then take place at the Theology Faculty meeting the following month.

2. The Theology Faculty must then confirm the proposals at their meetings, which take place on the 2nd Tuesday of the month.
   a. Students who wish to enroll in STL 989 Thesis during the fall or winter semesters must have their thesis proposal approved by the 2nd Tuesday of the month preceding the late registration deadline (see current Academic Calendar for late registration deadlines). Students will incur a $110 fee during late registration.

Degree Completion (Graduation) in Winter-Spring Terms

Students who wish to complete their STL degree requirements during April (winter term) or June (spring term) must apply for graduation by December of the preceding year (see current
Academic Calendar for the date of the graduation application deadline). This deadline allows sufficient time for a degree audit to confirm that all course work can be completed by the end of the winter or spring terms.

**Participating in Commencement Exercises in April (conclusion of winter term)**

Students must complete their thesis and have their *Lectio coram* scheduled by April 1 in order to participate in the April commencement exercises (the *Lectio* presentation itself can occur as late as June 21). Please see the current Academic Calendar for the date for commencement and for the dates of the end of the winter and spring terms.

(Revised by the STL Degree Committee Feb. 13, 2018)
Faculty Eligible to Direct an STL Thesis:

Fr. Richard Cassidy
Dr. Patricia Cooney-Hathaway
Dr. Eduardo Echeverria
Dr. Robert Fastiggi
Dr. Mary Healy
Fr. Pierre Ingram
Fr. Daniel Jones
Dr. Ralph Martin
Dr. Mark Latkovic
Fr. John McDermott, SJ
Dr. Edward Peters
Msgr. Daniel Trapp
Fr. John Vandenakker
Dr. Peter Williamson
The student shall choose a thesis director who will be willing to work with the student for the duration of the thesis. This director shall provide guidance in the choice of topic, in the research, and in the writing of the thesis.

The thesis statement must be accompanied by a basic bibliography and a general outline of the proposed thesis. The director must present these materials to the STL Degree Committee in a timely fashion for approval.

Please Print Student Name

*Thesis Statement:*

________________________________________
Signature of Thesis Director

________________________________________
Signature of Chair of the STL Degree Committee

________________________________________
Signature of the Dean of Studies
# Thesis Grading Rubric

Student’s name _________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Evaluated by: ___________________________________________
Thesis title: ___________________________________________

Please check level for each criterion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>High Distinction</th>
<th>Distinction</th>
<th>Pass</th>
<th>Fail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shows a command of the subject</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates an advanced command of the subject; thesis makes a contribution to the field or could easily be developed into a doctoral level thesis.</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates an adequate command of the subject; thesis demonstrates significant ability to do research in the topic.</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates some command of the subject.</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates little or no command of the subject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows appropriate use of research</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates excellent selection of appropriate sources; demonstrates a strong grasp of sources; consistently uses sources appropriately.</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates good selection of appropriate sources; demonstrates a good grasp of sources; usually makes appropriate use of sources.</td>
<td>Thesis demonstrates some appropriate selection of sources; demonstrates a limited grasp of the sources; less consistently makes appropriate use of sources.</td>
<td>Thesis fails to demonstrate appropriate selection of sources; fails to demonstrate adequate grasp of sources or to use sources appropriately.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflects the goals of the degree program</td>
<td>Thesis clearly is shaped to respond to the goals of the degree program; demonstrates strong theological soundness and clear pastoral applicability.</td>
<td>Thesis responds to the goals of the degree program; demonstrates theological soundness and some pastoral applicability.</td>
<td>Thesis responds somewhat to the goals of the degree program; demonstrates some theological soundness and limited pastoral applicability.</td>
<td>Thesis does not respond clearly to goals of the degree program; does not demonstrate theological soundness, lacks pastoral applicability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shows evidence of the ability to use ancient and modern language</td>
<td>Thesis shows command of ancient and modern languages; where appropriate uses primary sources in ancient languages and secondary sources in other language(s).</td>
<td>Thesis shows good evidence of the ability to use both a modern foreign language and an ancient language.</td>
<td>Thesis shows some evidence of the ability to use an ancient OR a modern language.</td>
<td>Thesis shows little or no evidence of the ability to use a modern language or ancient language.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final Grade**
TITLE OF THE THESIS

by

STUDENT’S NAME

Submitted to the School of Theology
of Sacred Heart Major Seminary
Detroit, Michigan

in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Licentiate in Sacred Theology (STL)

YEAR

Director’s Approval:
This thesis has been approved.

_____________________________
Director

Date: _________________

Statement of Originality:
The views presented in this thesis
are those of the candidate. All
sources employed in drafting this
thesis have been acknowledged
herein.

_____________________________
Candidate’s Signature

Date: _________________

Reader’s Approval:
This thesis has been approved.

_____________________________
Reader

Date: _________________
Scholastic Integrity Policy (from the SHMS Bulletin)

In keeping with its mission, Sacred Heart Major Seminary expects each student to be responsible and honorable in course work and in the classroom. A student who is found to be involved in any unethical practices in connection with any work required for a course will be held accountable. A student whose conduct does not meet with the standard of SHMS will be asked to resign from the academic program.

In academic life, there are conventions by which we express our debt to the ideas and language of other writers. To violate these conventions deprives an author of the credit for the originality of ideas and his/her expressions. Students who violate these conventions pass off as their own work that of other minds. This violation is called “plagiarism.” This is a form of stealing. Cheating is to deceive fraudulently or to violate the rules dishonestly.

Undergraduate norm: A grade of F will be given for the specific test, paper, or assignment and a copy of the item will be made for evidence.

Graduate norm: Any student cheating on any test, assignment, or term paper, or who commits plagiarism will receive an automatic F for the course.

The faculty member will schedule a meeting with the student at the time of the offense to discuss the situation. The dean of studies will be notified of the meeting and will be given the evidence in a confidential manner.

If the dean of studies receives two notifications of academic dishonesty for any one student, the dean of studies will schedule a conference with the student and the faculty member(s) involved. If the faculty member requests a conference after one notification, then the dean of studies will schedule such a conference. The dean of studies will be an objective observer at all such conferences.

At the time of the conference, the evidence will be presented and a decision rendered. If academic dishonesty is not evident, all documents will be destroyed and no further action will be taken. If the dean of studies determines that evidence indicates academic dishonesty, a letter of academic misconduct will be sent to the student and a copy filed in the student’s academic file.

Further sanctions may be imposed depending on the seriousness of the matter:
- The student will be placed on a one semester academic probation.
- The student will be suspended for one semester.
- The student will be dismissed from the institution.

These sanctions will be imposed according to the following guidelines:
- Clarity of evidence
- Nature of the course (e.g. research, etc.)
- Weight of the assignment (refer to the syllabus)
- Standing of the student within the institution (first year, continuing education, etc.)
- Type of academic dishonesty (which includes, but is not limited to, the degree of plagiarism, stealing of exam, cheating on tests/exams, or re-submission of assignments for which credit has been given previously, alteration of documents or records, forgery, stealing or defacing institutional or library materials)
- The number of times the individual student has been involved in cases of academic misconduct

The student has a right to request an appeal through an academic review board. An academic review board is assembled by the dean of studies to address the appeal. The academic review board is comprised of three professors selected by the dean. The board meets with the student making the appeal as well as the professor. After the meeting, the academic review board submits its decision to the dean of studies.